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Abstract — The traditional wireless ad-hoc routing protocol is difficult to apply to VANETs because of the rapid movement of VANETs node as well as the dynamic topological structure, therefore we propose a hybrid traffic-aware routing protocol (HT-AR). The weight of section is evaluated through collecting real-time traffic information. The density of road node and network flow is integrated by hybrid traffic information. Optimal routing is selected according to the weight of each section and then reliable and stable routing is established. Function node is selected through effective mechanism at junction and traffic information is integrated through function node. Our simulation results show that compared with traditional geographic routing protocol, the proposed HT-AR program has made great improvement in both data transmission rate and network throughput performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As an important component of intelligent traffic, VANETs (Vehicle Ad hoc Networks) realizes various applications[1] of accident early warning, driver assistance, road traffic information checking as well as Internet access service efficiently through vehicle to vehicle communication as well as vehicle and roadside facilities communication. VANETs plays an important role in accident early warning, ensuring traffic security, traffic management, passenger amusement and providing comfortable and safe driving environment for users, which is expected to become one of the classic applications of internet of things[1,2].

II. HT-AR

A. Hypothesis

The algorithm proposed in this paper is based on following hypothesis:

(1) All nodes in internet is equipped with GPS device, who can attain accurate position information of themselves; at the same time, all nodes are with wireless communication device, any of two nodes can communicate with each other within their communication range;

(2) Before source node sending data to target node, attain position information of target node and neighbor node through position service.

(3) The node in internet can attain street information, including a) topological structure of road; b) ID and position of junction; c) ID and length of road.

B. HT-AR Basic Concept

(1) Related information of neighbor node

The node periodicity of HT-AR program broadcasts “HELLO” message to neighbors, so that the neighbor nodes can attain the real-time information of surrounding nodes. The format of HELLO message is as shown in picture 1.

In which RoadID is the road number of this node and Location(x,y) is the location of the node. At junction(Y or N) refers to whether this node is at junction. If the node is at one junction, then the last column of table 1 is the residence time TTLJ of this node at crossroad, or else, the last is the road congestion time Channel load where node locates.

Each node needs to maintain neighbor information table and the format is as shown in table 2. When node receives “hello” message from other nodes, it will extract data from “hello” message to store in the neighbor information table.

(2) Routing discovery

Definition: $G = (V, E)$ graph theory representation of node logical relationship, $V$ and $E$ are point set and edge set respectively. Establish routing stage, regard junction as point $V$ and each road as edge $E$ , each edge has their own weight. For the given two points, HT-AR can find the best routing route. At the beginning of data transmission, the source node needs to establish routing. According to the position of node, the establishment of routing has two situations.

First, node is at the non-junction. When node on the road receives a data packet, first it needs to check the destination of this packet, if the node is not the destination node of this packet, and then the node will find the following transfer node according to the destination of data packet. If a transfer node can be found successfully, send the data packet to the
transfer node. If can’t find the transfer node, then adopt buffer storage and transfer until find the next node.

Second, node is at the junction. When the node at junction receives the data packet, it will check the destination of this data packet. If the node is not the destination of this packet and then check if this is the first time for the packet to arrive at this junction. If it is the first time, re-calculate the routing of this data packet immediately and then find the best transfer node. If can’t find the next transfer node, and then recalculate the routing and continue to find the next transfer node.

(3) Selection mechanism of function node

It needs to deploy function node at each junction as the leader node (LN) of this junction, which is responsible for collecting real-time traffic information from neighboring roads periodically. LN is mainly responsible for the following three tasks:

1) Collect neighbor road traffic and network flow information timely;

2) Calculate the weight of road according to collected information and algorithm;

3) Allocate weight data of the located road to neighbor junctions.

In the paper, it divides the states of node into four categories based on different situations of nodes, which include sleep, monitor, compete and spread. The four states can make mutual transformation according to different input information.

When the node is not at junction, it enters into sleep state. Its state changes into monitor once the node enters junction. To monitor if LN exists at this junction, the node at monitor needs to set a countdown timer of \( T_m \) second. LN allocates the latest weight information packet WIU to neighbor nodes periodically, if not receive weight information packet WIU (Weight Information Update) within \( T_m \), it means there is no LN at the moment and the node enters into compete state. If node receives WIU within \( T_m \), and then the node is at monitor state and need to reset the current timer.

The node in compete state needs to set \( T_c \) countdown timer and compete the LN position with other nodes in compete state. \( T_c \) is calculated with formula (1).

\[
T_c = \max \left( T_c^{th}, \frac{1}{[TTLJ / \Delta t]} \right) + \text{rand}() (1)
\]

In which, \( T_c^{th} \) is the upper limit of \( T_c \), \( \text{rand}() \) is the function of producing random number for reducing the probability of different nodes setting the same \( T_c \). \( \lceil \cdot \rceil \) is down take integer. Combining \( TTLJ \), \( \Delta t \) is used to designate the countdown time of each node.

It can be learnt from formula (1) that, the bigger \( TTLJ \), the smaller corresponding \( T_c \). After \( T_c \) timing, node sends request message to neighbor to compete for new LN and enters spread state at the same time. Once node in compete state receives request message from other nodes, it will stop countdown timer and transfer into supervision state at the same time.

All LN nodes enter into spread state. LN collects road information periodically and broadcasts to neighbor nodes. When LN needs to leave junction, it needs to choose one node at junction to inherit its position, which is to be the LN of next round. Select LN preferably through the value of \( TTLJ \) and the node with the biggest value of \( TTLJ \) will be selected to inherit node. The bigger of \( TTLJ \) value, the longer it stayed at junction. \( TTLJ \) can be calculated with formula (2):

\[
TTLJ(t) = \frac{D(t)}{V(t)}
\]

In which, \( D(t) \) is the route of node leaving junction and \( V(t) \) is the speed of node.

After selection of inheritance node, the node will leave junction, at the same time enter into sleep state. The inheritance node will enter into spread state accordingly. The transfer of four different states is as shown in figure 1.

(4) Implementation of LN task

It can be learned from above analysis that LN has three tasks must be accomplished, which are collecting traffic information, evaluating road weight and broadcasting weight information.

A. Collecting traffic information

To collect real-time traffic information, LN needs to transfer traffic information collection data packet (TIC). The format of TIC is as shown in table 3. Traffic information implies two kinds of information, one is the density of node on road and the other is congestion information of network flow, which is expressed by road load.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Junction ID</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Destination</th>
<th>Time Stamp</th>
<th>Segment ID</th>
<th>Number of Nodes</th>
<th>Channel Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In which, two columns of JunctionID are source junction and destination junction. Numbers of Nodes is the node quantity of one section. Segment ID is the segment...
number of road. Timestamp is producing TIC packet stamp. 
Channel Load is the road load.

In addition, HT-AR segments the road between two junctions with the communication range $R$ of node. Divide based on formula (3):

$$N_{seg} = \left\lfloor \frac{L}{2R} \right\rfloor \quad (3)$$

In which $N_{seg}$ is the number of segments and $L$ is the road length between two junctions.

During information collection, try to transfer each TIC packet to the center of each road. For this, select the node with the shortest distance to center as the transfer node for each transfer. The node receiving TIC packet will add node density and road load information into TIC packet, and then transfer to the next node. When the destination node receives TIC packet, it will copy this TIC packet and send to source LN.

When evaluate the channel load of section, let each node to detect its surrounding traffic situation and calculate the load attained by their detection, as shown in formula (4).

$$\text{Channel Load}(n) = \frac{T_{busy}(n)}{T_{measure}(n)} \quad (4)$$

In which $T_{measure}(n)$ is the time of node $n$ in detecting road and $T_{busy}(n)$ is the busy time of the road.

Numerous nodes detect the busy time of section together. Channel Load of the whole road is calculated with formula (5):

$$\text{Channel Load}_i = \max \text{Channel Load}(n) \quad n \in N_i \quad (5)$$

In which, $i \in N_{seg}$, $N_i$ is the node quantity of this section $i$.

B. Evaluate road weight

When evaluate road weight, use Dijkstra algorithm to calculate the shortest route. After LN receiving TIC packet, it will calculate the road weight $\text{Wei}_{road}$ based on formula (6).

$$\text{Wei}_{road} = \begin{cases} 
1 - \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N_{seg}} N_i / L_i}{N_{seg}} \text{, if } \forall C_{L_i} \leq C_{Th} \\
1 - \frac{\sum_{i=0}^{N_{seg}} N_i / L_i}{N_{seg}} + C_1 \text{, if } \forall C_{L_i} > C_{Th} \\
C_1, \text{ otherwise} 
\end{cases} \quad (6)$$

In which, $L_i$ is the length of the section. $C_1$ and $C_2$ are two constants and $C_1 > C_2$. $C_{Th}$ is the threshold value of road.

C. Broadcast road weight information

LN spread road weight information to nearby junctions in the form of broadcasting and the format of broadcast information packet is as shown in table 5. After source node attaining the weight of each section, select the road with the smallest weight as the transfer route of data packet.

III. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

To evaluate the VANETs performance of proposed routing, make simulation for HT-AR, GSR[5] and GyTAR[9]. Select these two protocols to make comparative simulation and the main reasons are: GSR is representative protocol not considering about traffic information; GyTAR is representative protocol which makes traffic information to assist routing and supports carry forward technology. Adopt Network Simulator 2.31 as simulation platform. Simulation scene adopts the model of TraNS[9]. The specific parameters of this simulation is as shown in table 6.

To better analyze the performance of HT-AR protocol, this paper makes protocol analysis of delivery ratio of data packet (delivery ratio), average delivery delay (Delay) and network cost. The delivery ratio of data packet is the ratio between data packets sent by source node and data packets received by destination node, as shown in (7). The average...
delivery delay is needed average time for delivering data packet from source node to destination node. Network cost is the sum of product between the produced data packet in network and its pass hop count during protocol operation for realizing the delivery function of data packet, which includes position service data packet, traffic information data packet as well as routing maintenance data packet etc[10].

\[
\text{Deliver Ratio} = \frac{\text{Numbers of received data packet}}{\text{Numbers of sent data packet}}
\]  

(7)

This paper has made simulation analysis for the changing situation of data packet delivery ratio, average delivery delay and the change of internet cost with the changes of CBR speeds when the node quantity is 400.

Picture 3 describes the changing curve of data packet transfer ratio with the changing of CBR speed. It can be learned from picture 3 that with the increasing of CBR speed, the transfer of data packet presents a decreasing trend. Compared with GSR and GyATR, HT-AR is with very high data packet transfer rate, which is mainly because that HT-AR fully considers about the real-time information of traffic, the probability of transfer road breaking decreases, data packet transfer ratio increases and can achieve at about 85%. However, the GSR protocol does not consider about the traffic flow information fully, serious data packet loss happened during network partition and the data packet delivery rate is extremely low. GyTAR protocol considers about the local traffic information on road during data transfer and its data packet transfer rate is higher than GSR, however, as it only considers about local traffic information but no the traffic information of whole network, so the data packet transfer rate is lower than HT-AR.
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Picture 3. Changing situation of delivery ratio with CBR

Picture 4 has explained the influence of CBR on average transfer delay. Comparisons among these three protocols have shown that GSR is with the smallest time delay, which is mainly because the data packet is always transferred to destination node from the shortest transfer route. However, HT-AR and GyATR adopts wireless transfer and storage transfer and there is no big difference in the average delay of data packet. Compared with GyATR, HT-AR considers about the global traffic information, selects the road with dense node, makes full use of wireless transfer function and its delay is lower than GyATR.
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Picture 4. Changing situation of average transfer delay with CBR

As shown in picture 5, with the increasing of CBR speed, the network costs of three protocols increase accordingly. Because GSP protocol is simple, it is with low complexity, the smallest network cost and slow increasing range. Compared with GSR, GyATR and HT-AR protocols are
synchronously. The network cost also increase synchronously.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed routing protocol for VANETs based on the characteristics of VANETs, which attains the real-time information of traffic through setting function node. Set one function node LN at each junction and LN is responsible for collecting real-time traffic information. Divide the road into sections based on the communication range of vehicle, LN calculates the weight of each section and spread this information to neighbor node as well as nearby junctions. To adapt to the dynamic characteristics of topological structure of VANETs, LN integrates the node density as well as the loading information of each section into traffic information. Therefore, the node can select the best transfer node and make the routing path stronger and more stable. At the same time, select LN through setting countdown timer to reduce network cost. The simulation results has shown that the data packet transfer ratio of HT-AR can reach 85%, average transfer time is less, not higher than 2 seconds, and network cost is related to similar protocols and there is no obvious increase.
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